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This is the first scholarly reference work to cover all the major scientific themes and facets of the subject of seeds. It outlines the latest
fundamental biological knowledge about seeds, together with the principles of agricultural seed processing, storage and sowing, the food and
industrial uses of seeds, and the roles of seeds in history, economies and cultures. With contributions from 110 expert authors worldwide, the
editors have created 560 authoritative articles, illustrated with plentiful tables, figures, black-and-white and color photographs, suggested
further reading matter and 670 supplementary definitions. The contents are alphabetically arranged and cross-referenced to connect related
entries.
Introduction to Functional Analysis
Food Chemistry

Weedy RicesOrigin, Biology, Ecology and ControlFood & Agriculture Org.
Nanotechnology: Science and Computation
2013 Conference Proceedings
This publication presents a compilation of information from literature reviews on the
body of knowledge available from ongoing unpublished research, research reports and
symposia carried out on various aspects of the importance, ecology, biology and control
of weedy rices (defined broadly and generically as plants of the genus Oryza that infest
and compete with rice and other crops--of these, red rice is the dominant and most
damaging type). It also highlights global economic and environmental problems created by
weedy rices, including red rice types. This document is a result of FAO partnership
arrangements with institutions of excellence to generate information that will be for
general public use in an attempt to fulfill the goal of food security. Since this subject
is of interest a wide range of stakeholders - policy-makers, scientists, technicians and
producers - including those interested in rice crop research, production, rice milling
for commerce, quarantine regulations and seed trade, an attempt has been made to define
weedy, wild and red rice so as to engender a common understanding of various aspects of
this group of pests. The information provided will contribute to the better knowledge of
weedy rices throughout the world.--Publisher's description.
Modeling Phosphorus in the Environment
IIE Annual Conference and Expo
Nanoscale science and computing is becoming a major research area as today's scientists try to
understand the processes of natural and biomolecular computing. The field is concerned with the
architectures and design of molecular self-assembly, nanostructures and molecular devices, and with
understanding and exploiting the computational processes of biomolecules in nature. This book offers a
unique and authoritative perspective on current research in nanoscale science, engineering and
computing. Leading researchers cover the topics of DNA self-assembly in two-dimensional arrays and
three-dimensional structures, molecular motors, DNA word design, molecular electronics, gene assembly,
surface layer protein assembly, and membrane computing. The book is suitable for academic and
industrial scientists and engineers working in nanoscale science, in particular researchers engaged with
the idea of computing at a molecular level.
The Encyclopedia of Seeds
Despite advances in modeling, such as graphical user interfaces, the use of GIS layers, and databases for developing input files, the approaches to
modeling phosphorus (P) have not changed since their initial development in the 1980s. Current understanding of P processes has evolved and this
new information needs to be incorporated into the current models. Filling this need, Modeling Phosphorus in the Environment describes basic
approaches to modeling P, how the current models implement these approaches, and ways to improve them. The book sets the scene with a review
of general approaches to modeling runoff and erosion, P in runoff, leaching of P, stream processes that affect P, and an examination of the
important issue of model uncertainty. It describes state-of-the-science watershed-scale P transport models including dynamic semi-disturbed
models, models of intermediate complexity, and two lumped models. Phosphorus Indexes (PIs) represent one end of the modeling spectrum and the
book takes a comprehensive look at PIs developed in each state, and illustrates some of the problems encountered when incorporating PIs into
farm-scale manure management software. The book discusses monitoring data, which is critical for calibrating models, and concludes with
suggestions for improving the modeling of P. From researching mechanisms to applying regulations, the uses of phosphorus models have increased
as our knowledge of the effects of phosphorus in the environment has increased. Drawing on contributions from experts, the book gives you the
tools to select the model that best fits your needs.
Weedy Rices
Principles and Applications
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